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Introduction
Gecko and mytilus californianus possess mechanisms through which they

can considerably increase adhesion. For example, geckos exhibit

extraordinary adhesion ability both on smooth and rough surfaces even when

inclined because of the presence of concave nanospatula on the legs as

shown in Fig. 1 (a). The presence of voids inside the adhesive layer of

mylitus califronianus (see Fig. 1(b)) also improves the toughness of the joint.

Objective:
Mimicking the adhesion system of gecko and mylitus californianus to

improve the fracture toughness of composites adhesive bonded joints through

embedding sacrificial cracks inside the adhesive layer.

Mimicking biological adhesion systems with improved fracture toughness by embedding 

sacrificial cracks inside adhesive joint
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Manufacturing of bio-inspired adhesive joint
The bonding process was performed in three steps:

1. We spread approximately half the thickness of the adhesive layer over

one of the adherends.

2. We placed the PTFE film with cutouts over the first half of the adhesive

layer. After that, we spread the other half of the adhesive over the second

adherend and bonded them together as shown in Fig. 2.

3. After bonding, we placed the bonded sub-panels in a furnace at 60C for 3

hours for curing.

Sample labeling
The conventional bonded joints of 0.8 mm adhesive thickness is labeled as

“BL_T008”, while the bioinspired joint with sacrificial crack width of 2 mm

and gap between two successive cracks 5 mm is labeled as “L0502_T008”.

Mode II fracture toughness characterization
We used the ENF test to characterize the Mode II fracture toughness of the 

bio-inspired adhesive joint. We followed the ASTM D7905 standard for the 

sample size and test procedure. 

Results
Fig. 3 and 4 show representative

load-displacement and R-curves for

the baseline sample (BL-T008) and

the bio-inspired joint (L0502-

T008).

• For the BL-T008 sample, we

observe typical responses, where

the load increases until a

maximum load is reached and

then decreases rapidly due to the

rapid propagation of the crack.
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Fig. 1. Biological adhesion systems of (a) gecko and (b) mylitus californianus.

Fig. 2. Bonding process of bio-inspired adhesive joint.
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Fig. 3 ENF test load-displacement curves. Fig. 4 Mode II R-curve.

Fig. 5. In situ damage modes.

• For the L0502-T008 sample, the load increases up to a local

maximum load “point a” in Fig. 3, which is larger than the

maximum load for the BL-T008 sample. At this point crack

initiates at the crack tip as shown in Fig. 5(a). The crack extends

up to “point b”, where a secondary crack initiates from the

sacrificial crack that leads to increased load again and increase of

the toughness. The propagation of both cracks, the main crack

and the sacrificial crack, leads to generation of adhesive ligament

that dissipate energy during plastic deformation. These two

nonlocal propagation mechanisms, growth of secondary crack

and adhesive ligament deformation, lead to improve the fracture

toughness by 52% compared to the baseline joint as shown in

Fig. 4.

Conclusions:

We presented a novel bio-inspired adhesive joint with improved 

Mode II fracture toughness by embedding sacrificial cracks inside 

adhesive layer. 

The improvement rate can reach 2 times larger than the 

conventional joints for thin adhesives.


